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*Jordan Journal of Economic Sciences* (JJES) is an international research journal, semi-annually published in both Arabic and English by the University of Jordan. *JJES* is the national journal for economic sciences. Research manuscripts presented for publishing are anonymously and blindly refereed and are published for no fees.

**Aims & Scope:** Jordan Journal of Economic sciences (JJES) aims at:

- Providing an intellectual platform for economists to debate over research issues from different theories, paradigms and economic perspectives.
- Encouraging a productive dialogue among researchers of different persuasions over issues of theoretical, empirical, and historical importance to human socio-economic development.
- Stimulating researchers to explore the weaknesses and strengths of the different economic policies related to human socio-economic development.
- Encouraging researcher to draw upon wisdom and logic when studying the various complex economic issues hoping to come up with innovative perspectives that can positively affect human socio-economic development.

*JJES* respects and promotes both scientific pluralism and the incommensurable differences among different perspectives, and encourages theoretical and applied studies, scientific notes, critical reviews of books, published during the last two years, and countries context case studies, individually or comparatively, that provide valuable insight over the discussed economic issues.

Please feel free to contact us via E-mail if you need further information or visit *JJES* website: [http://journals.ju.edu.jo/jjes](http://journals.ju.edu.jo/jjes).
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JJES Editor- in- Chief
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Amman 11942, Jordan
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